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Manage your
Notes archive
migration without
frustrating
restrictions with
Notes Archive
Migrator CMT.

Easily Migrate Your
Notes Archives
As key component of Notes Migrator | CMT, Notes Archive Migrator | CMT
helps retain valuable archives after a migration. It discovers, chooses, and
replicates Notes mail archives that users have saved, locally. It works
independently from a Notes client, so it’s flexible enough for users across
your organization. There are no limits to the number of local archives you can
migrate, no restrictions by operating system, and you can choose from a wide
range of source and target destinations. Because it supports multi-user
clients, Notes Archive Migrator | CMT solves the most pressing challenges
with migrating critical archives. It also first replicates the archives in a central
location to get ready to move them to Exchange or archive mailboxes. This
means that there’s less chance of your data getting corrupted or lost. And its
user-friendly interface makes for a smooth, efficient migration that fits the
schedule of your users.
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Save time and
manage effectively

Avoid
restrictions
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_
Fast and efficient migration
_

_

Migrate archives from Domino
7, 8.5 or 9 to Exchange or
Exchange Online in Office 365

_

Migrate to mailboxes, local
archives and Exchange archive
mailboxes

Users avoid manual archive
handling to avoid impacting
productivity

_

Automate archive migration
to quickly find historical
records when the migration
is complete

No operating system
restrictions

_

Scalable for large enterprise
migrations

_

No limits to how many
mailboxes are migrated

Learn More about Notes Archive Migrator CMT, and Get Started Today!
www.binarytree.com/products/notes-archive-migrator-cmt
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